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Abstract—Robotic arm, which is a popular serial manipulator,
has been studied for a couple of decides, especially in the areas of
theoretical study including forward kinematics, inverse
kinematics, singularity, workspace, various fancy control
methods and simulations. In a word, a lot of research activities in
academia focused on the robotic mechanism and mathematics
study. Because teaching and research co-exist in most universities,
current trend makes the university robot education too
theoretical. In this situation, experimental study is much more
important to boost both the short-term and long-term
developments of the real robot technology. There is no obvious
drawback of the experimental robot education, namely a lot of
purchased robots are not built based on open source. Many
industrial robots have self-carried closed-source software which
is developed for end-users rather than developers. While for
university robotics education the students are better to be treated
as the developers while not end-users. Thus, the authors here
propose a concept of Open-Source Robotics to explore
theexperimental study for new kinematic control techniques of
the 4DOF arm. The proposed idea is applicable for the generic
robotic manipulators.
Keywords-Experimental study; kinematic control techniques;
mechanical arm;open-source robotics

I.

INTRODUCTION

Robotic arm has been the most popular robot in the world
for a couple of decades [1-4].In term of robotic mechanism,
Robotic arm can be called as serial robot. Compared with
parallel robot, serial robot has larger workspace and it is more
convenient and flexible to be operated [5-8]. Besides, it is also
more affordable.
Since robotics education is highly demanded for various
programs including computer science, electrical and computing
engineering, mechanical engineering, and automation
engineering [9-12]. Many universities purchased industrial
robots for robot technical education. The industrial robots play
an important role to let the students get familiar with the robots
which are used in industrial environment. Once they get
sufficient training on it, they should have no big barriers to
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control and operate the similar machines in industry. There are
two issues should be mentioned. One is the students usually
have limited time to use the industrial robot due to the limited
quantities. Because, an industrial robot needs a large safety
zone, it is difficult to purchase many industrial robots and put
them in a very spacious lab room. Another issue is that the selfcarried software of industrial robots is not designed for opensource purpose, which largely limits the potentials for its
functionality expansion.Since the university students, who
learn robotics, should be regarded as the robot developer rather
than the end-user, a robotic kit with open-source software and
hardware can be introduced to train the student both hands-on
and minds-on skills. In the way, they will understand how to
design, build, analysis and test a robotic system from scratch.
Besides, for the idea about Open-Source Robotics, it means the
robotic system architecture is open, including open algorithm
in free IDE, open mechanical structure with modularity, open
hardware and open HMI. Open source robot is an effective way
to boost the robot technology.
II.

KINEMATICS MODELLING

A. Forward Kinematics
Forward kinematics means if the input angles of the active
joints are known, solve the position and orientation of the endeffector. For serial robot, the forward kinematics solution is
unique. For parallel robot, it has multiple solutions [13-15].
The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) table should be populated to
calculate the forward kinematics of the robotic arm. The
kinematic structure of the 4-DOF robotic arm is provided in
the following figure. Note that the last DOF is about the
rotation of gripper itself. It does not have to be considered for
this DOF. Thus, the DH table can be represented as follows,
Table1: DH Table
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𝑑=

𝑥 2 +𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2

(7)

Once the coordinates of the end-effector are known, dis fixed.
From the figure it can be found that the solid lines represent
the links l2 and l3. Since the robot only can do elbow-down
due to mechanicl constraints, the triangle made by the two
solid lines and the dash line is fixed.
Required pose of endeffector, (x, y, z)

Figure 1: Kinematic structure of the robotic arm

The pose of the end-effector is derived as,
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Figure 2: Relative position of end-effector with respect to the base
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B. InverseKinematics
The inverse kinematics means if the position of the endeffector is known, solve the input angles of the active joints.
Generally, there are multiple solutions for inverse kinematics
for serial robot [16-18]. Howerver, for this robotic arm, the
solution of inverse kiematics is unique due to its hardware
configuration.
Assumeming the base position is (0, 0, 0), and the position of
the end- effector is (x, y, z). The input angles of the base, left,
and right motors are theta_base, theta_left, and theta_right.
According to the following figure,
𝑦

thetabase = tan−1 (6)
𝑥

The distance bewteeen the base and the end-effector is,
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Robot base,
(0, 0, 0)

III. KINEMATIC CONTROL VIA COMPUTER
MOUSE/TOUCHPAD BASED ON HYBRID PROGRAMMING
A. Objective
It is somehow inconvenient for continuous manipulation
directly based on microcontroller. There are various
alternative methods to achieve continuous manipulation. One
method is to integrate the joystick to control the 3 axis of this
robot. Another way is to use Microsoft Kinect. However, these
methods need extra devices which will make more suitable for
larger project. Based on the limited resources, how to control
the 3 axis of this robot by the computer mouse with the hybrid
programmingis an open-ended question.
It is well known that when the mouse (cursor) is moving
around the screen, use
MousePosition.X()
MousePosition.Y()
can obtain the mouse‟s position on the screen.Based on this
truth, it can map mouse‟s x position to the range of [40, 90]
for the „left‟ servo motor. Similarly, Mouse‟s y position can be
converted to the range of [40, 90] for the „right‟ servo motor.
For the „base‟ servo motor,the „MouseClick‟ event can be
used to make the „base‟ servo motor rotate in one
direction.The „MouseDoubleClick‟ event can be applied to
make the „base‟ servo motor rotate in the opposite direction.
As shown in the following figure, creating a HMI is necessary
to observe the input values from the mouse and the real
valueswhich are sent to the motors.The HMI can be developed
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with Visual Basic .Net. So when the operator moves the
mouse (cursor), Label 1 and Label 2 show the real-time
position of the mouse (the position is converted to the range of
[40, 90] for the „left‟ and „right‟ servo motors). Meanwhile,
the robot‟s „left‟ and „right‟ servo motors will go to that
position. Label 3 and Label 4 show the actual positons of the
„left‟ and „right‟ servo motors. In order to show the actual
positons of the servo motors, on microcontroller side, it needs
to use the command such as „Serial.write‟ to send the position
information back to Visual Basic.
For Label 3, since the range of the „base‟ servo motor is [40
degrees - 110 degrees], set the initial position as 75. That
means the initial text value for Label 3 is 75. When the enduser single-clicks the mouse, the value will increase; when the
user double-clicks the mouse, this value will decrease. Since
the range of the „base‟ servo motor is [40 degrees - 110
degrees], so it may say,
If PositionBase< 40 Then
PositionBase = 40
End If
If PositionBase> 110 Then
PositionBase = 110
End If
Similar withLabel 3 and Label 4, Label 6 displays the actual
positons of the „base‟ servo motor, which means it will use the
command „Serial.write‟ again to send the related information
back to Visual Basic.

Figure 3: HMI of motion control of a robotic arm based on computer mouse

B. Constraints:
The motion range of the „base‟ servo motor: 40 degrees - 110
degrees.
The motion range of the „left‟ servo motor: 40 degrees - 90
degrees.
The motion range of the „right‟ servo motor: 40 degrees - 90
degrees.
IV.

B. Pseudo Codeof HMI
The pseudo code of the HMI is provided as follows,
Import the system library such as IO, ports and threading;
Define x position of mouse/cursor which is related to the left
servo;
Define y position of mouse/cursor which is related to the right
servo;
Define home position which is related to the base servo;
Close the serial communication port;
Setup the correct port number and the baud rate;
Setup the properties of the serial port;
Pass the x position of mouse to the predefined variable;
Map x position of mouse to the appropriate range of the left
motor;
Pass the above value to the Label1‟s text property;
Pass the yposition of mouse to the predefined variable;
Map yposition of mouse to the appropriate range of the right
motor;
Pass the above value to the Label2‟s text property;
Pass the value of the base motor to the Label3‟s text property;
Define a buffer which contains {variableX, variableY,
variableBase}, which variableX means the required input of
the left motor,variableY means the required input of the right
motor, and variableBase means the required input of the base
motor;
Open the serial port;
Write he buffer to the serial port;
Read the real values of three motors and pass the values to
Label4, Label5 and Label6, respectively.
Close the serial port;
In the MouseClick event, it will say,
PositionBase = PositionBase + 10
If PositionBase< 40 Then
PositionBase = 40
End If

EXPERIMENTS

A. Pseudo Codeof Microcontroller
The pseudo code of the microcontroller is provided as follows,
Include the servo library;
Define leftservo;
Define rightservo;
Define baseservo;
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Begin the serial communication;
Attach digital pins to the three servos;
Read the data which contains the coordinates from HMI;
Assign the related angle to each servo motor;
Control the left servo position according to the scaled value;
Control the right servo position according to the scaled value;
Control the base servo position according to the scaled value;
Time delay between two positions

If PositionBase> 110 Then
PositionBase = 110
End If
For the MouseDoubleClick event, it will say,
PositionBase = PositionBase - 20
If PositionBase< 40 Then
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PositionBase = 40
End If
If PositionBase> 110 Then
PositionBase = 110
End If
C. Experiments
The first step of the experimentsis to figure out the home
position. As shown in the following figure, the home position
is the nature position of the robot.
As show in figure 5, for the HMI status of the home position,
it has,
Position of left motor: 90;
Position of right motor: 90;
Position of base motor: 75

Figure 6: The stretch position

Figure 7: The HMI status of the stretchposition

For the approaching position, the end-effector comes
towards the operator. The mouse can be moved from the topleft cornor of the screen to the right-bottom direction.
Simulanetously, the mouse can be single-clicked to make the
base motor rotate towards the operator.
As show in figures8 and 9, for the HMI status of
theapproaching position, it has,
Position of left motor: 71;
Position of right motor: 69;
Position of base motor: 105
Figure 4: Home position

Figure 5: The HMI status of the position

Stretch position means the case when the upper link is in
thehorizontal level.It is also the edge of the workspace of this
robot. In order to achievethis position, the mouse should be
placed on the top left corner. Thus both the left motor and the
right motor can reach the edges of the motion scopes, as
shown in figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 8: An approaching position
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adjusted. Firstly of all, the robot is held with an initial position
as shown in figure 12. Then, single click or double click the
mouse to align the base motor with the line from the base to
the target as shown in figure 13. After that, move the mouse
on the screen to put the end-effector right above the target. As
shown in figures 14 and 15, finally, approach the target to pick
it up.
Figure 9: The HMI status of the approaching position

Similarly, for the moving-away position, it is required to
double-click the mouse to make the base motor rotate away
from the operator as show in figures10 and 11.
In this case, the required values and the real angles of the three
servos are,
Required values for the position of left motor: 42;
Required values for the position of right motor: 86;
Required values for the position of base motor: 50
Real values for the position of left motor: 41;
Real values for the position of right motor: 88;
Real values for the position of base motor: 50
It can be found that there is some difference between the
required values and the real values for the left motor and right
motor. The time delay for serial communication between the
microcontroller and the HMI is the main reason.

Figure 12: The initial position for grabbing a target

Figure 13: The topview of the first transit position

Figure 10: The moving-away position

Figure 11: The HMI status of themoving-away position

D. Application

Figure 14: The 2nd transit position for grabbing a target

An application is setup to pick some target from the table.
A target is randomly placed on the table. By controlling the
mouse, the angles of the three motors will be correctly
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[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
Figure 15: The final position for grabbing a target
[10]

V.

CONCLUSIONS

Robot arm is extensively applied in industry and university
education. The work proposes an idea which is called opensource robotics to fill the gap between the robotics education
and robot development. It is believed that open-source
robotics can boost the development of robotic technique,
especially for the development of small scale and affordable
robots. A case study about how to control the positionof a 4DOF robotic arm based on open-source software and hardware
is discussed. It is expected that, just like personal computer in
late 20 century and this century, personal robot will become
more popular and affordable with open-source concept.
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